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Introduction and Scope



Hello, I am Daniel :-)

Work and education
IT security and computer science
software engineer
infrastructure and web
applications and UI

Open Source contributions
hardware and firmware
operating systems
software distributions
reverse engineering



Hello, I am Fiedka :-)

Graphical Firmware Editor
UEFI/PSP/ME Filesystem
Exploration
Flash Usage Visualization
TPM Event Log
Platform State Investigation
Secure Boot Key Management



Firmware

Firmware is software that is hard to get to. - Bryan Cantrill



Agile and Open

UX/UI design and hardware design/manufacturing are both complex
and still learning about agile and open processes.

We need more tools and feedback.

for education, to speed up understanding
for research, to gain security through transparency
for development, to support sustainability
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Problem Statement

Full firmware images differ depending on vendor, platform, OEM, and
other factors.

Building tools is a huge investment.

Intel x86
▶ IFD, ME, UEFI, …

AMD x86
▶ PSP, SMU, UEFI, …

other platforms
▶ ARM, RISC-V, Xtensa, DSPs, …
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Other Tools

AMI’s Module Management Tool (MMTool)
RED BIOS EDITOR
Intel FMMT
UEFITool
ifdtool
uefi-firmware-parser
PSPTool
MFT (Mimoja’s Firmware Toolkit)
MEAnalyzer
mecleaner
Fiano
tpmtool
Converged Security Suite
efiXplorer
…

https://www.ami.com/ami_downloads/Aptio_MMTool_Data_Sheet.pdf
https://www.igorslab.de/en/red-bios-editor-and-morepowertool-adjust-and-optimize-your-vbios-and-even-more-stable-overclocking-navi-unlimited/3/
https://github.com/binarly-io/efiXplorer


Trees and Tables



General Concepts

The hard part
phases/stages, payloads, chains
(non-)volatility, static vs dynamic, persistency, reset…

The easy part
storage, files => file systems
metadata, properties, inputs to boot flow (much volatility!)
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Current State



How it started

inspired by Ryan’s iutk2
render flash usage from fmap fixtures
utk-web, rendering fixtures

color palette suitable for
color-blind people
blocks display usage: free,
used, all-zero

https://github.com/linuxboot/fiano/pull/306


Demo



How it’s going

Electron app with Go-based WASM back-end and file picker
UI components: Directory, Entry, Fmap, navigation, search
Storybook UI development environment



Integrations

UEFI: parsing via Fiano’s utk pkg
PSP: experimental branch using Converged Security Suite
TPM: components to render a log (basics)

▶ fixtures from tpmtool, PRs open



Demo



Roadmap and Contributing



Next Milestones

1. integrate PSP, IFD/ME, CBFS parsing - back-end work required
2. edit/save; MVP: delete DXE in OVMF - utk already has that :)



Ideas

Emulation
dxelate, peimulate: wrap a DXE/PEIM in a monitored OVMF
on click of a DXE/PEIM, create OVMF image and run QEMU
likewise, leverage PSPEmu
UEFI runtime service analysis (SMM?)

Bootable ISO
create an image with Linux, Fiedka, u-root, CLI tools etc
the firmware development counterpart to Kali
possibly extend SystemRescueCD

https://github.com/PSPReverse/PSPEmu
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System Integration

EFI variables and Secure Boot
look into rhboot/efivar and canonical/go-efilib
integrate with go-uefi

TPM / Integrity
log display; tpmtool, go-attestation
immune Guard agent health report
tpm-js for simulation and debugging

https://github.com/Foxboron/go-uefi
https://github.com/9elements/tpmtool
https://github.com/immune-gmbh/agent
https://google.github.io/tpm-js/
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UI / Web

Visualizations
DMI, SMBIOS, etc
ACPI tables, Device Tree
IFR (Intermediate Forms Representation) - firmware menu
platform and memory setup (page tables, interrupts, MSRs)
integrate CPUID visualiser

https://cpuid.apps.poly.nomial.co.uk/


Visualization API

Transforms
export const flattenVolumes = (volumes) =>

volumes.reduce((acc, curr) => {
if (curr.Value.Files) {

curr.Value.Files.forEach((f) => {
if (f.Type === FILE_TYPE_FV_IMAGE) {

getFvsFromFile(f).forEach((fv) => {
acc.push({ parent: f, ...fv });

});
}

});
}
acc.push(curr);
return acc;

}, []);



Other ideas

Do you have any ideas? Please submit! :-)

https://github.com/fiedka/fiedka/issues

https://github.com/fiedka/fiedka/issues


Thanks!



Links

Project Website
https://fiedka.app/

Slides
https://metaspora.org/fiedka-osfc2021.pdf

Previous Talk
Introducing utk-web - a web developer’s view on firmware
https://metaspora.org/introducing-utk-web-rc3.pdf

https://fiedka.app/
https://metaspora.org/fiedka-osfc2021.pdf
https://media.ccc.de/v/rc3-791680-introducing_utk_web_a_web_developer_s_view_on_firmware
https://metaspora.org/introducing-utk-web-rc3.pdf
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